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RESPONSE OF THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE TO 
PRESIDING OFFICER’S INFORMATION REQUEST NO. 20, ITEM 1 

POIR 20-I. USPS LR-l-437,440,441 AND 458 contain SAS programs used to 
calculate mail processing costs for FY 1999. Some of these SAS programs 
contain modifications from the programs’used to calculate mail processing costs 
for FY 1998. These modifications are designated with the comment in the SAS 
code ‘fy99”. For example, the SAS program in USPS LR-l-437, “MOD1 POOL”, 
which is used to establish MODS cost pools, has new commands that 
incorporate additional MODS activity codes into the definition of the OCR, BCS 
and FSM MODS pools. Please provide the reasons for each modification in the 
SAS programs that have been made as part of the FY 1999 update in USPS LR- 
l-437,440,441 and 458. 

RESPONSE: 

Between Base Year 1998 and Fiscal Year 1999, the SAS program codes are 

modified, not to reflect methodological changes, but to update the BY 1998 

methodology with FY 1999 data. 

The updates are done on a routine basis from year to year to incorporate the 

following types of changes relating to: 

1. The accrued facility, function or pool costs for the current year. 

The derivation of accrued costs for the BMC, MODS, Non-MODS 

cost pools is described in Part I of USPS-LR-I 106. The accrued costs are 

either entered directly into each of the SAS programs which use them, or 

they are entered into one single SAS program which is then invoked in 

many other SAS programs through the “% INCLUDE” macro, 

Examples of the first type of occurrence are found in programs 

BMCI, BMC4, NONMODI , NONMOD4, for the mail processing cost pools 

in BMC and Non-MODS facilities. An example of the second type of 

occurrence is found in program DOLWGT which contains accrued costs, 

IOCS dollar weights, and volume-variable fractions for the MODS mail 

processing pool costs; DOLWGT is invoked in programs such as 



RESPONSE OF THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE TO 
PRESIDING OFFICER’S INFORMATION REQUEST NO. 20, ITEM 1 

MOD4DIST, PREMITOT, PIGGYFSS, NONMODEL. Additionally, the 

DOLWGT information for the MODS Support Cost Pools are used in 

Program MODSHAPE. 

2. The MODS operation codes the sampled employees are reported by 

IOCS to be clocked into for the current year. 

Program MOD1 POOL is updated to reflect the current year MODS 

operation codes. (In other words, to the extent that changes in operations 

cause MODS codes to be added or deleted, or otherwise reported 

differently, the programs must be modified to take account of these 

operational changes.) The mapping of the MODS codes into cost pools in 

IOCS in the program MOD1 POOL parallels the mapping of the MODS 

codes into cost pools in the MODS file, and is used for the derivation of 

the cost pool distribution key, as described in Part II of USPS LR-I-106. 

Program MOD4DIST includes additional MODS codes for the 

derivation of the distribution key for the LD15 cost pool. 

3. The IOCS activity codes in use for the current year. 

The IOCS activity codes for the current year are updated in 

program MAPCLASS which maps the activity codes into subclasses and 

special service codes. This program is invoked through the “% INCLUDE” 

macro into programs which produce subclass output tables, such as for 

example, programs BMC4, NONMOD4, MOD4DIST, BMCSHAPE, 

NMODSHAPE. MODSHAPE, ADMWIN, . 



RESPONSE OF THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE TO 
PRESIDING OFFICER’S INFORMATION REQUEST NO. 20, ITEM 1 

4. Factors resulting from the use of the current year IOCS data. These 

involve, for example: 

a) the cost pool volume-variability fractions derived in programs 

MODSVARB, BMCVARB and NMODVARB which are entered 

into programs such as for example DOLWGT, BMC4, 

NONMOD4, PREMITOT and PIGGYFSS, 

b) the mail processing cost pool break time costs derived in BMCI, 

NONMODI which are entered in BMC4 and NONMOD4, 

c) the inflation factor for extrapolating the direct tallies to total 

volume-variable costs for the BMC and Non-MODS Operation 

code 14 in program CMUCFS. 

d) the inflation factor for distributing the cost for activity code 5340 

to the subclasses in program PREMITOT 

e) minor adjustments arising from an item or cost pool with no 

distribution key, such as is identified for con-con in program 

BMC2 or the MAILGRAM cost pool in MOD4DIST. 

f) the PRC version cost pool adjustment factors for allied cost 

pools derived at the beginning of programs B5ALLIED and 

M5ALLIED and entered at the end of these programs. 

There are other modifications to the SAS programs which are either 

stylistic or structural but have no impact on the results, such as: 
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l combining 3 programs such as MODMODEL, BMCMODEL, 

NMDMODEL into one program NONMODEL. and 

l standardizing programs ADMWIN or the PRC version of program 

NONMOD to substitute the invoking of DIST5354 for previously used 



RESPONSE OF WITNESS EGGLESTON TO POIR-20, 
QUESTION 2, PARTS A-C. 

2. 

4 

b) 

cl 

At the hearings on August 3,2000, the Postal Service was asked to 
“please provide a . . , list of all instances where cost avoidance 
models are not structured to use Ff ‘99 data and in each of these 
instances would you explain how the models would need to be 
altered to allow them to use FY ‘99 data.” The Service responded 
on August 10 by listing the models that needed to be modified., To 
allow participants and the Commission to understand the impact of 
actual FY 99 data, please adjust those models to allow for 
incorporation of FY 99 data, as follows; providing all underlying 
calculations. 
Please revise the Parcel Post Mail Processing Model to include 
DSCF and DDU mail processing models and the appropriate 
weights for each model. 
Provide the revised Parcel Post Transportation Model allocating 
costs to Inter-BMC, Intra-BMC, DBMC, DSCF and DDU. 
Provide either a new proxy for the Parcel Return Service cost study 
or the appropriate wage-rate ratio. 

Response: 

All models have been restructured and updated with the new test year 

data (1999 base year). These models, and material supporting these 

models, are located in LR-I-469. 



DECLARATION 

I, Jennifer Eggleston, declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing 

answers are true and correct, to the best of my knowledge, information, and belief, 

Dated: g\a\ loo 



U.S. POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS CHARLES L. CRUM 
RESPONSE TO POJR 20, QUESTION 2, D & F 

D. Provide adjustments needed to use FY 1999 data to develop Standard (A) 
dropship transportation and explain the reasons for those adjustments. 

F. Alter the entry flow model, as appropriate, for the Bound Printed Matter 
. ..Dropship Transportation and Non-Transportation cost studies. 

RESPONSE 

D. The Standard Mail (A) entry profiles originally filed in USPS LR-I-102, 

Tables 19-20 provide important input data to the Standard Mail (A) 

transportation dropship models found in my testimony (USPS-T-27). If 1999 

data were to be used for costs, these entry profiles would need to be updated 

based on 1999 Permit volume data. USPS LR-I-470 provides the changes that 

impact witness Crum’s dropship testimony that were initiated by the entry profile 

changes as well as other necessary inputs consistent with the use of FY 1999 

cost data. 

F. Please refer to USPS LR-I-470 for the updates that needed to be made to 

the Bound Printed Matter cost models to allow for the use of FY 1999 cost data. 



DECLARATION 
.._ ’ 

I. Charles L. Crum, declare under penalty of pejury that the foregoing answers are true 

and correct. to the best of my knowledge. information, and belief. 



RESPONSE OF US. POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS MOELLER TO PRESIDING 
OFFICER’S INFORMATION REQUEST NO. 20, QUESTION 2(e) 

2. At the hearings on August 3,2000, the Postal Service was asked to 
“please provide a . ..list of all instances where cost avoidance models are not 
structured to use FY ‘99 data and in each of these instances would you explain 
how the models would need to be altered to allow them to use FY ‘99 data.” The 
Service responded on August 10 by listing the models that needed to be 
modified. To allow participants and the Commission to understand the impact of 
actual FY99 data, please adjust those models to allow for incorporation of FYSS 
data, as follows; providing all underlying calculations. 

e) Describe the change in the auto flat definition and make any 
necessary adjustment to the Standard (A) nonletter cost difference. 

RESPONSE: 

2. e) The change in the auto flat definition occurred in October 1998 and was 

based on the deployment of the FSM 1000 and its potential to process a broader 

spectrum of pieces in terms of physical characteristics. The Postal Bulletin 

announcing the change is attached to this response 

The most significant change in terms of potential effect on the nonletter cost 

differential was the increase in the maximum thickness for automation flats. 

Prior to the implementation of the change, automation flats were limited to a 

thickness of % inch. The maximum thickness was increased to 1% inch on 

October 4, 1998. 

The implication of this shape definition change on the cost differential between 

flats and parcels is not separately identifiable and quantifiable. However, it is 

unlikely that the change would greatly affect the differential, and it almost 

certainly would not change the level of the proposed surcharge. The measured 



RESPONSE OF U.S. POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS MOELLER TO PRESIDING 
OFFICER’S INFORMATION REQUEST NO. 20, QUESTION 2(e) 

differential is based on the costs of all flats and all parcels. To the extent the 

definition change leads to a migration of pieces from the parcel grouping to the 

flat grouping as a means to avoid the residual shape surcharge, there could be 

some effect on the differential. 

Unit parcel costs (or the cost of pieces subject to the surcharge) might increase 

to the extent that the pieces migrating from parcels to flats (as defined for 

FSMIOOO) are on the lower end of whatever cost spectrum there is within 

parcels. The remaining “parcels” would be of higher cost, thereby increasing the 

differential. The newly defined “flats” might also be on the high end of the flat 

cost spectrum, though, which might mitigate at least some of the increase in the 

differential. 

In any event, it is not possible to determine how many pieces migrated to FSM 

1000 preparation, nor is it possible to quantify any change in the nonletter 

differential due to the change in flat automation definition.’ The discussion 

above suggests that the effect would be minimal. The proposed residual shape 

surcharge is not based solely on a strict passthrough of the differential, but is 

constrained by a desire to moderate the impact on mailers.’ The proposed 

’ The response to interrogatory RIAAWSPS-ST46-5 notes that revenue projections anticipated 
reconfiguration of parcels as flats, The projected revenue increased when data regarding actual 
payment of the surcharge was incorporated. One possible reason for the increase could be less- 
than-expected reconfiguration. 
z USPS-T-35 at page 7, lines 4-S. 



RESPONSE OF U.S. POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS MOELLER TO PRESIDING 
OFFICER’S INFORMATION REQUEST NO. 20, QUESTION 2(e) 

passthrough is limited to 27.5 percent3 So, a change in the cost differential 

would not necessarily translate into a change in the proposed surcharge. 

Also, please see witness Crum’s response to OCAIUSPS-T27-9 regarding the 

use of FY99 data. 

’ USPS-T-35 at page 7, line 2. 



New Specifications for Automated Fiats 
EffectiveDctober4,1998. Domestic Mai/Manua/(DMM) 

C820.1.0 through C620.7.0. C640.3.0. end M620.1.5 
through M820.1.6 are revised, and C820.3.0 and C620.4.0 
are added to describe the new specbioations for automated 
flats. Newpapers, tabloids, catalogs. and many kinds of 
polywrap that cannot be processed on existing FSM 881 
equipment can be processed on FSM 1000 equipment and 
will now be able to qualify for automated rates. 

Productivity on the FSM 881 is higher than that of the 
FSM IOOO. and migration of the flats that are sorbed on the 
FSM 881 to the FSM 1000 would adversely affect service 
and costs. 

When prepared with polywrap. FSM 881-sized pieces 
must czxtinue to meet all the polywap criteria in DMM 
C620.4.0: pieces to be processed on the FSM 1000 may bs 
prepared with polywrap that is exempted from all but pmper- 
ty number 2 (haze) of the polywrap specifications given in 
Exhibit C820.4.le. 

Testing has shown that larger pieces can be processed 
on the FSM 1000 than on the FSM 881. The FSM IWO cd” 
process a mailpiece up to 12 inches high by It%3/4 inches in 
length. For the FSM 1000, the length is the longest edge 
unless the piece is folded or has a bound edge, in which case 
the dimension parallel to the folded or bound edge is the 
length. This is different than the definitions of length and 
height for mailpieces processed on FSM 881 for these 
pieces because the height is defined as parallel to the folded 
or bound edge. The dimensions for folded pieces or pieces 
with a bxmd edge that are processed on the FSM 1000 in- 
crease 3-3/4 inches in length (the bound edge) but decrease 
3 inches in height (the edge perpendicular to the bound 
edge). The minimum height and length dimensions for all 
flats processed on the FSM 1 WO is 4 inches by 4 inches pr+ 
vided the mailpiece is greater than l/4-inch. Mailpieces less 
than 5 inches in length must be greater than l/4-inch thick. 
The minimum thickness for pieces 5 inches ormore in length 
is 0.009 inch. 

Testing of flat mailpieces demonstrated that as the length 
of the piece decreases, the thickness may increase. The 
maximum thickness requirement for the FSM 1000 is I-114 
inchesifthelengthofthe mailpieceislessthanorequal to 13 
inches in length. For pieces over 13 inches, the thickness 
cannot exceed 718 inch. 

The maximum weight for First-Class Mail processed on 
theFSMlOOOisll ounces(l3ouncesafterratecaseimPle- 
mentation. January IO. 1999). less than 16 ounces ‘for 
Standard Mail (A), and 6 pounds for Periodicals. 

Flat mailpieces must meet the uniformity requirements 
contained in C820.8.0. 

Since newspapers are double-folded. they pose no prob 
km for processing on the FSM 1000. However, many flat- 
sized pieces are not currently bound or double-folded; 
therefore. unbound flat-sized mailpieces will be required to 
be preparedtithtwofolds.The secondfoldmust be perpen- 
dicular to the original fold. In order to give publishem and 
printers the opportunity to make adjustments to their pertodi- 
cals design to comply with this requirement. the Postal Ser- 
vita has decided to suspend the effective date of this 
requirement until October4.2000. 

Business Mail Entry Managers will receive instructions 
regarding acceptance procedures prior to the October 4, 
1998. implementation date. 

These changes will be included in DMM Issue 54 (see 
pages 23 and 24). 

Domestic MsN Manual(DMM), 

C Characteristics and Content 

C800 Automation-Compatible Mail 
l . . . . 

C820 Flats 

[Amend 1.0 by changing the fen %o’to ‘l.D’and ‘7.0” to 
‘9.0”and adding additionalstandards forFSM 881 and FSM 
1000 pieces lo read as foknvs:j 

1.0 BASIC STANDARDS 

Flats claimed at automation rates must meet the standards 
in 1 .O through 9.0 end the general and specific standards for 
mailability and the class of mail and rate claimed. Pieces 
meeting the dimensions for FSM 881 processing under 2.0 
(height, length, thickness, and weight) must also meet the 
turning ability and deflection requirements in 7.0 in order to 
qualify for the automation flats discount. If polywap is used 
with FSM 881 pieces meating the dimensions under 2.0, the 
polywrap must meet all of the physical properties in Exhibit 
C820.4.laofsection4.0inordertoqualifyfortheautomation 
flats discount. Pieces that do not meet the dimensions for 
height, length, thickness, and weight under 2.0 (FBM 881 
pieces), but that do meet the dimensions in 3.0 are eligible 
for processing on the FSM 1000. Such FSM loo0 pieces 
need not meetthetuming ability and derlection requirements 
in 7.0. If prepared with polywrap, the polywrap for FSM 1000 
pieces must meet only physical property number 2 (haze) in 
Exhibit4.W. 



POSTAL BULLETIN 21992 (10-E-99) 

Q&p 2047 
PAGE 19 

[Amend the heading of 2.0 to read as fo//om.] 

2.0 DIMENSIONS FOR FSM 991 PROCESSING 
. . . . . 

pekk the second sentenca ofsection 2.3 b(2).] 
. l . . . 

fledesignate 3.Othrough 7.0~ 50through 9.0, respective- 
/y /melt new 3.0 and 4.0 lo mad as fokws.] 

3.0 DIMENSIONS FOR FSM 1000 PROCESSING 

3.1 Detenninlng Length and Height 

The length and height of a” automation compatible flat-size 
mailpiece eligible for FSM processing is nd determined by 
the orientation of the address. It is determined by the 
following: 

a. 

b 

3.2 

a 

b 

3.3 

For a piece prepared as a single sheet or in an ewe- 
lope, full-length wrapper, or full-length sleeve, the 
length is the longest dimension. The height is the di- 
mension perpendicular to the length. 

For a piece that has a bound or folded edge (e.g.. a 
newspaper. tabloid, and catalog). the length is the di- 
mension parallel to the bound or folded edge. The 
height is the dimension perpendicular to the length. If 
the piece is folded more than once or bound and then 
folded, the length of the mailpiece is based on the final 
fold. 

Address Placement and Folded Pieces 

A flat-size mailpiece with a final fold must be designed 
so that the address is in view when the final folded 
edge is to the right and any intermediate bound or 
folded edge is at the bonom. 

Unbound flat-size mailpiece will be required to be 
double-folded on October4 2000. 

Shape and Site 

Pieces must meet the following requirements: 

a. Height: no more than 12 inches or less than 4 inches. 

b. Length: IK) more than 153/4 inches or less than 4 
inches. 

c. Minimum thickness: 

(1)For pieces at least 5 inches long. 0.009 inch. 

(2)For pieces at least 4 inches long. but less than 5 
inches long, 0.25 inch thick 

d. Maximum thickness: 

(1)Fw pieces 13 inches long or less, 1.25 inches. 

(2)For pieces longer than 13 inches up to and includ- 
ing 16-314 inches, 7/S inch. 

3.4 Maximum Weight 

Maximum weight limits are as follow%: 

a. For First-Class Mail, 11 ou”ces (13 ounces as of 
January IO. 1999). 

b. For Periodicals. 6 pounds. 

c. For Standard Mail (A), less than 16 ounces. 

4.0 COVBRINGS 

4.1 Polywrap Films 

The Postal Service will allow plastic manufacturers to use 
the resuils of their American Standard Testing Methods 
(ASTM). Product tests must be used to certify that the poly- 
mapfilmsmeetorexceedtheminimumrequirementsforthe 
physical properties outlined in Exhibit 4.la and 4.lb. 

Exhibit 4.1a 
FSM 991 Polywrapped Flats Specifications 

Automation flat pieces that meet the height, length, thick- 
ness, and weight dimensions for the FSM 661 in 2.0 must 
meet all seven properties. Automation flat pieces that do not 
meet the height, length, thickness, or weight dimensions in 
2.0, but meet the dimensions for the FSM 1000 in 3.0, may 
be prepared with polywrap that only meets property number 
2 (haze). 

mst 
Requtrem.“, Method CO”l”l&t 
<0.28 ASTM Stainless 

Coemdent cd DlSS4 steel finirh 
Friction, MD “lust be in 

a. Film on Stainlesr 
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with ASTM 
A 4801 
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D1894 
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Address 
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Exhibit 4.lb 
Wrap Instruction 

1. The polywrepped flat shall be machinable according 
to USPS-STD-28A end es outlined in section C820. 
Shrinkwrapped mailpieces shall be 9pprOved if they 
confon to the machinable fiat requirements accord- 
ing to USPS-STDZLIA and es outlined in DMM 54 
section C820. 

2. Wrap direction shell be specified es around the shorter 
axis of the mailpiece so that the seem is along the ad- 
dressedsideofthe mailpiece. odentedfromtoptobot- 
tom. This seam must not coverany part of the address 
end barcode read arees (FSM 881 mailpieces only) 

3. Overhang aiound edges: 

e For FSM 881 mailpieces.overh9ng (selvsge)ofnot 
more then 1.5 inches of polywap shall be allowed 
et the top of the mailpiece when the contents are et 
the bottom of the package. Overhang on each side 
shell not be morethan .25 inch, however. The piece 
shall not be wrapped SO tightly es to cause the 
product to bend. 

b 

4.2 

For FSM 1000 mailpieces. overhang (selvage) 
cannot exceed 3l4 inch from any edge. 

Polywrrp Certification Process 

The p&wrap certification program requires plastic 
manufacturersto providetotheprcducerofthe polywrapped 
flats en official ASTM certification of conformance verifying 
that their polywrap product meets the physical properties de- 
scribed in Exhibit 4.la. Prior to the initial mailing with that 
polywrap product. the pmducer of the polywepped pieces 
must submit for evaluation barcoded sample pieces that 
meet both applicable DMM mailing standards for autometed 
flats and the minimum standards for polywrapped flats in- 
cluding the configuration requirements described in Exhibii 
4.lb. Mailpiece design analysts (MDA@ may authorize the 
producer of the p&wrapped flats that it may claim the eu- 
tometion rates for their initial mailing of flat-size barcnded 
pieces if both of the following conditions era met: (A) The 
pieces ere prepared in a polywrepprcductfortiichthe PIES- 
tics msnufacturer provides an official ASTM certification Of 
wnfonance; (S) The prepared mailpiece meets 811 other 
mail preparation standards for polywrepped Rats such es 
overhang. sewn, end barcode readability. The MDAtio au- 
thorizes the producer of the polywrapped flats that it may 
claimtheeutomation ateswill notiith8applicable business 
mail entry unit of the authorization. 

4.3 Submission of Samples for Evaluation 

Apmducerof polywreppedfletswho wishes toobtainauthc- 
rization to claim automation rates for thet polywrap product 
must submit samples to the Manager of Business Mail Entry 
for review by en MDA. Each sample submitted mu.St consist 
of et least 30 polywrapped and barcoded sample mailpieces 
with a certification of conformance verifying that the poly 
wrap materiel meets the physical property specificationsin 
Exhibit 4.la end Exhibit 4.lb, for either the FSM 881 mail- 
pieces or the FSM loo0 mailpieces. If the address is placed 
on the outside of the polywrepped FSM loo0 flat. the sub 
mission of test pieces is not required. 

4.4 Mallpiece ldentlficatlon 

Producers of polymapped flats authorized to claim the au- 
tomation rates must endorse the flats to show that they are 
eutomation-compatible polywrapped Rat-size pieces. The 
mailer may meet this requirement by adding “USPS (product 
name of p&wrap) FSM 881 Approved Automatable Poly- 
wrap” or ‘USPS (product name of polywrap) FSM 1000 Ap- 
proved Automatable Polywrep.’ es epplicable. on the 
address sideof the piece. preferably below the postage area 
or in another visible location on the outside of the mailpiece. 
The polywrap marking must not interfere with the delivery 
address or the recognition of the barcode. The polymap 
marking may also be printed directly on the polywrap materi- 
al.Prcducersof polywrappedflatsnotcurrentlyusingtheap 
propriate mailpiece identification marking will have until 
October 4, 1999, to comply with this standard. For a list of 
USPS-approved palywrap manufacturers, referto the USPS 
website. 

4.5 Suspe”sio” of Approval 

Any mailing found to be improperly prepared will not be ac- 
cepted et the automation rates for flats. The repeated sub 
mission of nonmachinable mailings Is cause for exclusion 
from the polywrep flat automation retes for polywrep pieces. 

peh?te renumbered 5.1. Renumber 5.2 end 5.3 es 5.1 end 
5.2.1 

l . . l l 

6.0 TABS, WAFER SEALS, TAPE, AND GLUE 

[Amend the fi!W sentence in renumbered 6.0 to de@’ thaf 
tabs, sea/s, tape, end glue en, not required, to read as f0C 
kws:J 

Although not required. msilpieces may be prepared with 
tabs. wafer seals. cellophane tape. or permanent glue (con- 
tinuous or spot) if these sealing devices do not interfere with 
the recognition of the barcode, rate marking. postage infor- 
mation, and delivery and return addresses. 

. . . l . 



7.0 TURNING ABILITY AND DEFLECTION 

7.1 Turning Ablllty 

[Amendthefirstsentenceofrenumbered7.1 byadding’881’ 
to read as fot/ows:j 

A flat-size maitpiece meeting the FSM 881 dimensions in 2.0 
must 6t between two concentric arcs drawn on a horizontal 
flat surface, one with a radius of 15.72 inches and the other 
with a radius of 16.72 inches in one of these ways: 

. . . l . 

[Renumber Exhibits 5. la and 5. lb as Exhibits 7. la and 
7. lb.] 

7.2 Deflection 

[Renumber Exhibit 5.2 8s Exhibit 7.2; amend renumbered 
7.2 by adding “881. to read as follows:] 

Aflat-sizemailpiecemaeting theFSM 661 dimensionsin2.0 
must be sufficiently rigid so that, when placed flat on a sur- 
face to extend unsupported 5 inches cff that surface. no part 
of the edge of the piece that is opposite the bound, folded, 
or final folded edge (as applicable) deflects more than l-3/4 
inches (ii the piece is less than l/6 inch thick) or more than 
2-3/6 inches (if the piece is from 116 to 3/4 inch thick). See 
Exhibit 7.2. 

t . . t l 

C640 Barcoding Standards 
l . l l . 

3.0 BARCODE LOCATION-FLAT-SIZE PIECE 

[Revise 3.0 to read as follows:j 

On any flat-sizepiececlaimedatanautomation rate, the bar- 
code may be anywhere on the address side that is at least 
l/6 inch from any edge of the piece. For FSM 1000 pieces, 
R is preferred that the barcode be placed at least 2 inches 
from the dimension that is the length for that type ofautoma- 
tion piece (the longest edge, or for pieces with a folded or 
bound edge, the folded or bound edge). That portion of the 
surface of the piece on which the barcode is prtnted must 
meet the refleclance standards in 5.0.7he address side may 
bear only one POSTNET-format barcode (i.e.. the correct 
barcode for the delivery address on the mailpiece). Other 
mailer-applied non-POSTNET barcodes may appear on the 
address side if their format is not intelligible or not confusing 
toautomated postalequipment.Address blockbarccdesare 
subject to the standards in 2% thmugh 2%. 

l . . . . 

H Mail Preparation and Sortatlon 

MB20 Flat-Stse Mail 

1.0 BASIC STANDARDS 
l . . . l 

1.5 Package Preparation 

All pieces must be prepared in packages. Firm packages 
must not be included in mailings prepared under M820. 
Pieces meeting the size dimensions for the FSM 681 under 
C820.2.0 must be prepared in separate packages from 
pieces that do not meet the FSM 881 dimensions (but that 
meet the dimensions for FSM 1006 processing). Each FSM 
681 package and each FSM 1000 package must separately 
meet the package size minimum number of pieces in 
M820.2.1. 3.1. or 4.1 as applicable for the class of mail. 
When the total number of FSM 881 or FSM 1000 pieces for 
a specific preson destination (e.g.. the E-digit ZIP Code 
12345) meats or exceeds the applicable minimum package 
size. the pieces for that presort destination must be prepared 
into a package or packages labeled to that presort destina- 
tion in accordance with the standards for the rate claimed. 
The physical size of each package for that specific presoil 
destination may contain the exact package minimum. more 
pieces than the package minimum, or fewer pieces than the 
package minimum depending on the size of the pieces in the 
mailing or the total quantity of the pieces to that destination. 
Rate eligibility is not affected when a physical package fore 
presort destination contains fewer pieces than the minimum 
package size for the above reasons, provided the total num- 
ber of FSM 861 pieces physicelly packaged for that presort 
destination, or provided the total number of FSM 1M)O 
pieces physically packaged for that presort destination, 
meetsorexceedstherateeligibilitypackageminimum under 
E140. E240. or EE40. 

[Renumber 1.6 and 1.7 as 1.7 end 1.8, respective/x and 
Insert new 1.6 to read 8.s fo//ows:j 

1.6 Sack Preparation 

Mailerr may combine FSM 881 packages and FSM 1000 
packages in the same tray (First-Class Mail) or in the same 
sack (Standard Mail (A) and Periodicals). 

. . . . . 
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[Amend the heading of renumbered 1.8 to read package and sack sortation level. Under this eXCeptiOn. non- 
‘Exception - Periodicals Packages. 7 automation mail continues to qualify for rates under E230 

[tnsert new 1.9 to read as fokws;] and automation mail continues to qualify for rates under 

1.9 Exception - Periodicals Automation and 
E240 (i.e.. rates for pieces in automation flats packages are 

Nonautomation 
based on the package level and rates for pieces in noneu- 
tom&ion fiats packages af9 based on the package and sack 

ForPeriodicals,packagesofautomationmail(bothFSM981 h?W?l). 
and FSM 1000 packages) prepared under 3.1 and packages . t l . l 

of nonautomation mail prepared under M200.2.4~ through f 
may be sacked together under 3.26 through 3.2e. Automa- 
tion and nonautomation packages may not be combined in -Mail Preparation and Standards, 
Wigit sacks. Under this exception, documentation required Marketing Systems. 10-8-99 
under PO12 must id&My the mail claimed at each rate by 

APOlFPO Changes 
Make the following ink changes to the most recant APO/ 

FPO tables published in Postal BuMin 21981 (9-24-98). 

--International and Military Mail Operations, 
International Business Unit, 10-8-98 
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Ch.r.cWi.,tn 
.n* cont.nt 

(cww 

Prohbnii: pc+mv@. polyb.9pd. .“d .hd”kwapQ.d pew mw powt..e* u”H.. *~cnic.ky 
spprwed by * mmagsr. b”t,nerr msll entry ,* IM CA .ppro”~* polpvrsp and pc+wr*p 
~&la~lm‘ is .“.ttsbb* on me USPS web ail.,). cbp.. *w”9.. bldte”.. or *r pm,lu*km. 

Mequste kdbllity .nd ripi*ky mquimd for pias. rm‘tmp 1111 PSM s.31 dimcnatons. 
Each piece in .” sutwtbn 0.,&x mailing mu., contain P mmpU. dellwry addra.. (AO,O). 
Piece. m., me., th. *msn.Ia for me FSM SS, in c820.2 nw., cominu. 10 me.1 ,wbaii P”d eg,*ny 

ttandard. I” CS20.7 rind. ” pmprmd wl,h pol,wnp, me.., .,I poi,,vnp c,,,e,,. In c820.4. 
FSM ,wO PI- m.y ba prspamd with pc4pr.p that me*,. only pr~party “umber 2. hue. in Exhibit 

CSZO.dls (not required if addrees I.b.1 *on ,I!. ouW*e 01 polywrappd plea.). 
Polywrw.d pi.-. must b. .ndoMd 10 rbv they .r. .u,mn.,ionc~np.“M. (CS2O.,.q. 
Folded ~ublibtion.: 
. A tlat..ke piea vim s ‘insl fold must be designsd so th.1 the .*d,... i. in viw, when ,b lins, 

f0ld.d edg. I. 10 Lh. ri9hl .nd a.ny I”,*nsdia,. b-a”“* or ‘0,d.d edge io P, ,he bo,,om. 
. Efitiv. W0b.r 4.2000, unbound tabbib “w‘, h.n W fold.. Th. t.oond fold ru., bo 

psrpendisulsr to tb .x@ind k4d. 



Designing Flats for Automated Processing 

Flat Sortina Machine (FSM) 1000 

Minim”m: 4 ihu+es 
Mulmurn: SW hches 

T I 



DECLARATION 

I, Joseph D. Moeller, declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing answers 

are true and correct, to the best of my knowledge, information, and belief. 

JOSEPH D. MOELLER 

Dated: 8-21- D?zD 



Response of United States Postal Service Witness Meehan 
to 

Presiding Officer’s Information Request #20 

POIWUSPS-3. In its August 7, 2000 response to questions raised at- the 
hearings on August 3 regarding the increase in unit cost between FY 1998 and 
Fyi999 for Standard (B) special mail, the Postal Service indicates that “there 
were methodological changes between fiscal year 1998 and fiscal year 1999.” 
Please describe these ‘methodological changes’. 

Response: 

The only methodological changes between fiscal year 1998 and fiscal year 1999 

that were referred to in the hearing response are the changes between fiscal 

year 1998 and base year 1998. (The FY 1999 CRA adopts the methodological 

changes contained in base year 1998.) The fiscal year 1998 to base year 1998 

changes are summarized on pages 5,6 and 7 of the base year testimony, 

USPS-T-l 1. The details of these methodological changes can be found in the 

testimonies of the witnesses referenced on those pages. 



DECLARATION 

I, Karen Meehan, declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing 

answers are true and correct, to the best of my knowledge, information, and belief. 



RESPONSE OF POSTAL SERVICE WITNESS BARON TO PRESIDING OFFICER’S 
INFORMATION REQUEST NO. 20. QUESTION 4 

4. Please provide CAT/FAT split factors updated for FY 1999 for use in LR-I-278 
and LR-l-444, together with the supporting calculations. 

RESPONSE: 

Please see library reference USPS-LR-I-476. 



DECLARATION 

I, Donald M. Baron, declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing answers are true 

and correct to the best of my knowledge, information, and belief. 



CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that I have this day served the foregoing document upon all 
participants of record in this proceeding in accordance with section 12 of the Rules of 
Practice. 

E&e i!$J%& 

Eric P. Koetting 
475 L’Enfant Plaza West, SW. 
Washington, D.C. 20260-l 137 
(202) 268-2992 Fax -5402 
August 21,200O 


